spikes and spike shoes

Track Audio spikes are incorporated as part of our isolation feet and precision
stands, and are also available separately for use with conventional spiked
loudspeakers and equipment racks.
Give your loudspeakers the firm footing they deserve with our
precision-machined spikes, exquisitely designed in high quality stainless steel
to eliminate micro-vibrations. Available in a range of popular sizes, the spikes fit
very tightly into the threads, and a threaded adjuster and locking ring allow you
to make highly accurate height adjustments. The spike profile is designed to
easily penetrate carpets without causing damage and make a perfect
mechanical ground with the floor.
Our stainless steel spike shoes, which come in two sizes (and are supplied as
standard with our isolation feet or available separately), feature delrin inserts to
eliminate resonance and finest quality English felt bases to protect wooden
floors. Solid all-stainless steel versions are also available.

“The beautiful jewellery-like quality of these spikes is what will appeal to many.
They’re little pieces of perfection. Quite possibly the best quality I have ever seen.”
David Price, Hi-Fi World, October 2011
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Unlock the true potential
of your hi-fi system

isolation feet

precision speaker STANDS

Track Audio isolation feet feature a unique design based around an ingenious
viscous damping system. Undesirable vibrations that would normally diminish
the performance of your hi-fi are absorbed and converted into heat, leaving you
free to hear from your loudspeakers only what the speaker designer intended.

Track Audio precision stands are hand built to order, incorporating our unique
isolation feet (left). They are available as a resonance-damped pillar stand for
bookshelf loudspeakers and as a plinth for floor-standing speakers and subwoofers.

Precision, quality and control

Good vibrations?
You wouldn’t build a house without strong
foundations. Or drive a car with loose
suspension. So why expect your hi-fi system
to perform at its best without the proper
support?
Your hi-fi works by generating sound waves.
However for every action, there’s a
corresponding reaction: in this case,
unwanted vibration and resonance. No
matter how good your loudspeakers, the
in-room audio quality can be significantly
reduced by the effects of floor resonance,
producing sonic effects ranging from muddy
and indistinct bass notes to a harsh and
wearing sound.
Track Audio precision-made speaker stands,
isolation feet, spikes and spike shoes are
designed to eliminate these effects and
unlock the full potential of your hi-fi system.

Track Audio’s range of support solutions is
the result of detailed analysis into the
detrimental effects of floor resonance caused
by high-output loudspeaker designs. Every
product and component is designed and
manufactured in-house in the UK from the
highest quality materials, using detailed
computer modelling and ultra-precision
machining to ensure meticulous attention to
detail and excellent performance.
We pay equally careful attention to the
sourcing of materials and traceability of all
parts and processes. All machined parts are
produced to ISO 9001 standards.

The result: an instant upgrade to your loudspeakers. Fat and muddy bass
becomes clean and tuneful. Harsh midrange is now clear and sweet. Stereo
soundstaging snaps into holographic focus, and adjacent rooms are less
affected by sound leaking through the building.

“Having used Track Audio feet with a variety of speakers in a variety of locations, they’ve
never once disappointed. They’ve always represented an upgrade over the original items
supplied – in some cases significantly so.”
“I was ready for the ease of use, slick handling of levelling the speakers and setting their rake
angles. What I wasn’t expecting was the magnitude of the sonic improvement they wrought.”
Roy Gregory, www.theaudiobeat.com, December 2011

A glass spirit level is built into each stand allowing exact levelling, and a
sprung-ball click system allows easy and repeatable adjustments for
experimentation with tilt, to fine-tune phase coherence adding that last scintilla
of reality to the sound. The pillar stands incorporate damping layers to prevent
internal resonance within the stand itself. Each pair of stands contains over 160
precision-machined parts.

“I tried these stands [on two brands of speakers]. The effects on both were dramatic. The bass
seemed to suddenly gain new levels of depth, clarity and tunefulness. It was more precise in its
form and shape. Treble seemed smoother: more detailed and to reach higher, while the midrange
opened up to reveal previously masked colours and textures in the music.”
Tony Bolton, Hi-Fi World, April 2012

“The build class and quality of finish are nothing short of exquisite. Close inspection reveals
an obsessive attention to detail. Ease of setting up and levelling is quite the best I’ve come
across in forty years of hi-fi hobbying.”
John Bamford, Hi-Fi News, August 2012

